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February 27, 2017 

I am pleased to nominate my colleague, Joy Musser, for Purdue, Excellence in Distance 

Learning: Course Designing and Technology on-line teaching award. Joy has led our department in 

designing and implementing on-line courses. She teaches CSD 304, anatomy and physiology on line and, 

for the last eight semesters teaches our introductory course to communication disorders, CSD 115 on-line.  

Joy’s classes represent some of the best aspects of on-line courses. She organizes the course into 

modules and clearly explains this organization in her introduction to the course. Each module covers from 

two to four topics, and with each module exists a brief lecture in which she clearly moves from power 

point slide to video and back again. She links to lab activities for students, reading assignments and links 

that answer thought provoking questions. For example, in the lecture about fluency disorders, she defines 

fluency disorders and then shows a clip from American Idol in which a young man stutters his way 

through his introduction and then sings fluently. Returning to the power point slide she lists the different 

types of stuttering behavior that people can have, and then next shows a video clip of a young many who 

exhibits some of these behaviors. She asks the students to listen for which behaviors they hear. Back and 

forth, a bit of content, then a video that demonstrates the concept, with questions to keep the students 

thinking. Joy also supports her students as they build an on-line community. Discussion boards are used 

throughout the course, and Joy makes it clear what expectations there are for participation and also for on-

line etiquette. Currently she is designing another course, CSD 430 CSD in Health Care Settings and 

adapting it for an on-line course.  

In conclusion, I would like to add that Joy is a colleague who shares her knowledge and skills in 

building on-line courses. I not only nominate Joy for this award, but I also suggest her as a teaching 

partner who has the expertise to help others design web courses in the IPFW community.  
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